
Developing Behavior 
Intervention Plans



Meet and Greet your Tablemates

• What’s your role with students and addressing behavior?

• What is your expectation for professional learning today?

• Choose a Spokesperson for your table.



Our Day

• Logistics for the Day

• Resources and Materials

• Content and Activities:

• The Big Ideas of Behavior 

• Focus on developing Behavior Intervention Plans

• Using behavioral data 

• Components of Behavior Intervention Plans

• Evaluation and Feedback from Participants



Behavior

Behavior:  [bih-heyv-yer] noun

• A behavior is the way a person acts in response to a particular 
situation. (123 Care Spokane Regional Health District.srhd.org)

• The response of an individual, group, or species to its 
environment. (Merriam-Webster, 2c)



Let’s Talk About Behavior

1. Behavior is communication

2. Behavior is shaped by environment and  context

3. Behavior skills can be taught and learned

4. Educators can develop skills for addressing student 

behavior

And the survey says…



Group Task #1  Belief Statements

• Read your Group’s Belief Statement

• Discuss the statement in relation to the two 

prompts.

• Generate a list of “Look & Listen For’s”

• Be prepared to share from your list



Prompts

If this is a shared belief in your school community…

• What do you hear faculty, staff, students, parents, others  
saying in your building(s)?

• What do you see faculty, staff, students, parents, others   
doing in your building(s)?



Reflection

• Reflect on what we have discussed and heard 
about behavior.

• Take a moment to capture any comments or 
thoughts. 

Big Idea #1

Our beliefs about behavior influence our actions 

and decisions about behavior.



Who can help you develop a behavior intervention plan? 

What can their role contribute?

Teamwork



Teamwork

• Administrator/Public Agency Representative

• Teacher of Record (licensed in the area of identified disability)

• General Educator that has been, is, or will be working with Student

• Parent 

• Student

• Instructional Strategist/Behavior Specialist

• Who else?



Big Idea #2

An effective Behavior Intervention Plan is 
completed by a team with knowledge of the 
student and/or areas of behavioral expertise.



It Starts with a Behavior of Concern

Potential for… 

• Removal from instruction

• Removal from the classroom

• Removal from the building 

Behavior that interferes with learning opportunities of self or others



Interfering Behavior - Team Discussion

Start with a description of the Interfering Behavior 

What would an observer see when the behavior occurs? 

1. What does it looks like?

2. What does it sound like?

3. Where does the behavior happen? 

4. When does the behavior happen?

5. Who’s there when the behavior happens?

6. Who’s not there when the behavior happens?



Determine if the pattern of behavior impedes the student’s learning 
or that of others.

Pattern: repeated occurrences of the behavior in one or more 
settings, behavior occurs with a predictable series of triggers, etc.

• Same time of day, week, month, year

• Same or similar setting 

• Same individuals involved

• Same triggers or setting events

Interfering Behavior - Team Discussion



Determine if the pattern of behavior impedes the student’s learning or 
that of others.

Impede: Regularly interferes with the ability to participate in or focus on

• Prevents student from starting, maintaining or finishing a task

• Draws the student off task

• Disrupts the instructional flow

Interfering Behavior - Team Discussion

***The Case Conference Committee determines if the pattern of behavior 

impedes learning. (Yell, 2017)



IDEA

“The IEP team shall in the case of a child whose behavior impedes his/her 

learning or that of others, consider, when appropriate, strategies including 

positive behavioral interventions, strategies, and supports to address that 

behavior.”

IDEA Amendments, 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(3)(B)(i).

What Does the Law Say?

DO SOMETHING!



The Law: Indiana’s Article 7

What Does the Law Say?

511 IAC 7-32-10 "Behavioral intervention plan" defined 

Sec. 10. (a) "Behavioral intervention plan” means a plan agreed upon by the CCC and incorporated into a student's IEP that 

describes the following: 

(1) The pattern of behavior that impedes the student's learning or the learning of others. 

(2) The purpose or function of the behavior as identified in a functional behavioral assessment. 

(3) The positive interventions and supports, and other strategies, to: 

(A) address the behavior; and 

(B) maximize consistency of implementation across people and settings in which the student is involved. 

(4) If applicable, the skills that will be taught and monitored in an effort to change a specific pattern of behavior of the student. The 

behavioral intervention plan seeks to maximize consistency of implementation across people and settings in which the student is 

involved. 

(b) The IEP can serve as the behavioral intervention plan as long as the documentation the parent receives meets all the 

requirements in this section. 

511 IAC 7-32-41 "Functional behavioral assessment" defined 

Sec. 41. “Functional behavioral assessment” means a process that uses data to identify patterns in the student's behavior and the 

purpose or function of the behavior for the student. A functional behavioral assessment may require written parental consent if it is an 

educational evaluation as defined in section 30 of this rule. Written parental consent is not required when a functional behavioral 

assessment reviews existing data regarding a student, as specified in 511 IAC 7-40-3(b)(3). 



Pattern? What if We Aren’t Sure?

Is it time for a functional behavior assessment? 

1. Make a change or adjustment to the student’s 
environment

2. Provide an accommodation for the student

3. Teach the student a skill (identify the specific skill)

Document the action step in the IEP

Follow through with fidelity

Document the impact of this behavioral support

***At the very least this becomes more data*** 



FBA Determination = Not Yet



Provide Behavioral Supports



Big Idea #3

Creating a Behavior Intervention Plan is a two part process.

Developing a hypothesis for 
why the behavior happens

Functional Behavior 
Assessment

Identifying skills appropriate 
to the setting that need to be 

taught and learned

Behavioral Intervention Plan



If done right, the functional behavior assessment results in:

• A clear description of the interfering behavior

• Times, situations, and events that predict when the behavior will or will 
not occur.

• A hypothesis as to what is gained or avoided by the behavior

Functional Behavior Assessment

Adapted from Johnston, 2014, Behavior Intervention Without Tears



Potential Data Sources for a 
Functional Behavior Assessment

• Education Records

• Behavior Records

• Attendance records

• Progress reports

• Progress on IEP Goals 
reports

• Use of accommodations

• Parent Interview

• Teacher Interview

• Student interview

• Mental Health records

• Academic Assessment

• Behavioral Assessment

• Social Emotional Assessment 

• Medical History or check-up

• School Nurse Logs

• Medications list/purpose

• Systematic observations across 
environments

• Environmental Audit



FBA Determination = Review of Existing Data

• Screen shot of IIEP here?

• Choices for components of 
assessment…



FBA Determination = New Data



Data Collection Tool Resources

www.HANDSinAutism.org 



During the Reevaluation: 

Indiana IEP provides a section for documenting behavioral 
supports to be put in place during the assessment period…

In the Meantime…



Provide Behavioral Supports



Review the FBA data (evaluation summary) as a team.

• Assessment battery summaries

• Observation data (scatterplots, graphs, ABC charts)

• Interviews and summaries

Reconvening and Analyzing the Data



Helpful Hint!

Bring any collected data to your meeting in a format that 
fosters discussion by the members.

Analysis of FBA data



Group Task #3: Ty’s “Out of Area” Behavior

Description: Removing himself 

entirely from the physical space 

he is assigned to for 30 seconds or 

more.

Behavior starts at point Ty is 

outside of his assigned physical 

space for more than 30 seconds. 

Behavior Stops when Ty returns to 

his assigned physical space for 

five minutes or more.

Period Class Monday Tuesday
Wednesda

y
Thursday Friday Totals

1st
Home

Room
0

2nd Math 0

3rd Reading II I I I I 6

4th Specials I 1

5th Lunch 0

6th Science III I I I 6

7th
Writing

0

8th
World

Literature
II II I II 7

9th Band 0

Totals 4 6 4 2 4



Group Task #3: Jordan’s Playground Behavior



D

Data Analysis: Student Interview 

Marcie’s comments:

…Parents have lived apart for the last three years.

Two months ago Mom’s hours changed and now we spend four days at a time 
in each house… I don’t like leaving things at the wrong house.

Sometimes it seems like I’m always moving.

It’s nice to see my parents more often, but I hate having to say good by “all the 
time”

School work isn’t harder, just seems like there is more of it.

I think about my parents a lot.



Data Analysis: Parent Interview 

…Because of a work schedule change for one of her parents, Marcie 
now moves between parent homes on a rotating schedule (four days in 
each home, different nights each week). 

Parents say recently her appetite varies, sometimes eating as usual, 
other times she picks over her food…

Marcie is arguing with her closest friends more often, minor 
disagreements, about what they will do, what movie to see, etc. 



Data Analysis: Teacher Interview 

…teacher reports Marcie uncharacteristically arrives without her backpack, 
homework, materials, lunch money, something is always missing

…Marcie is slow to start her classwork, she needs time to organize her materials 
and her thoughts before starting to work, sometimes it’s a much as half the 
class period…she doesn’t stay focused as long 

...She doesn’t appear tired, but is irritable, sometimes it comes across in her 
comments (“I know, I know… I heard you the first time!”)



Functional Behavior Assessment Data Analysis 

Data Collection and analysis (teacher interviews, attendance records, parent interviews, 
student observations and interview, review of work completion, grades) reveals that 
Marcie:

• arrives at school without her backpack (without homework, materials, jacket, lunch 
money, etc.) Marcie says that she is always leaving things at the wrong house

• is verbally belligerent when directed by adults and argues with her close friends during 
breaks and lunch

• does not appear tired or ill,  sometimes picks over her meals, 

• is slow to start work and does not complete assignments for any of her classes, Marcie 
says school seems harder, 

• behavior is observed for two consecutive days

• transitions between parent homes on different week nights based upon rotating 
schedule, Marcie states she doesn’t like leaving things at the wrong house, 



FBA Data Analysis Guiding Questions

Indiana IEP System’s FBA Data Analysis Guiding 

Questions help the team develop the statement 

of the Hypothesis of the Function of Behavior 







Hypothesis of the Function of Behavior

1. Interfering behavior that is maintained by obtaining access to 

something desirable: attention, activities, objects, power or 

control of the situation, etc.

2. Interfering behavior that is maintained by escaping or 

avoiding something undesirable: people, activities, events, 

demands, tasks, etc.

3. Interfering behavior attributed to weak or missing skills, are 

considered a skill deficit



Functional Behavior Assessment Summary hypotheses statement: 
(under X conditions the student is likely to use Y behavior for Z
reasons)

Brittany throws herself down on the floor kicking and screaming 
when independent work time ends to avoid working in a group with 
four classmates.

When the class does round robin reading Carmen echo's the 
student reading aloud to get the attention of peers in her Social 
Studies Class. 

The Functional Behavior Assessment Ends with the 
Hypothesis Statement



The Functional Behavior Assessment Ends with the 
Hypothesis Statement

Marcie’s hypothesis statement:

For two days following the transition between parent homes, Marcie, is 

verbally aggressive with supervisory adults, argues with peers, has missing 

materials and doesn’t complete class or homework assignments. 

Marcie’s inability to cope with the weekly transition interferes with 

participating in classes, learning activities, work completion, and her 
interactions with peers and teachers. 



Big Idea #4

The purpose of a Behavior Intervention Plan is 
teaching and learning new skills.



Time to Create a Behavior Intervention Plan

Proactive Strategies 

• Replacement Skills to be taught and learned, 

• Instructional strategies 

• Environmental Supports

• Antecedent strategies

Positive Consequence Strategies  

• To reinforce the newly learned skills across the environment

• Negative Consequence Strategies

• To avoid reinforcing the student when they use the interfering behaviors

Plans for monitoring fidelity of instruction and student growth



Big Idea #5

Evidence-based practices are essential elements of 

effective behavior plans.



• Have had valid research resulting in evidence of the effectiveness of 

intervention 

• Show direct evidence of a change in student outcomes as a result of 

intervention

• Have been published in peer-referred journals or other peer-reviewed 
outlets

• Have no credible contradictory evidence

Evidence-Based Practices



Increase the probability of success

There is no guarantee that a strategy will work for your student, however an 
EBP has a higher likelihood of being effective.

The best EBP? The one that works for your student!

Evidence-Based Practices



Evidence-Based Practices Online Resources

Supporting and Responding to Behavior, Evidence-based Classroom 
Strategies for Teachers 
https://osepideasthatwork.org/sites/default/files/ClassroomPBIS_508.pdf

Evidence-Based Intervention Network

T. Chris Riley-Tillman, University of Missouri

Website: http://ebi.missouri.edu/

Search:   “How to select an EBI,” 

“What are Evidence Based Interventions (EBI)?”

“Interventions Sections: (Reading, Math, and Behavior)”

https://osepideasthatwork.org/sites/default/files/ClassroomPBIS_508.pdf
http://ebi.missouri.edu/


National Center on Intensive Intervention 

AIR American Institutes for Research & IDEAS that Work U.S. Office of 
Special Education Programs OSEP

Website: https://Intensiveintervention.org

“What is an Evidence-Based Behavior Intervention? Choosing an 
Implementing Behavior Interventions That Work, Webinar Q&A 
Document”

Use the search feature on the website page to find the Webinar Q&A 
Document by

title (below the webinar slides and transcript)

Evidence-Based Practices Online Resources

https://intensiveintervention.org/




Found on the IEPRC Website
SEARCH: ”Local and Regional Resources for 
Parents and Families” 



Skill Practice

Marcie!

You must work with a team of colleagues 

Review the FBA data Analysis

**Make a list of other data that might have been helpful 

to have to make decisions

Develop a Hypothesis of the Function of Behavior

Create a behavior plan using Evidence-based Strategies and resources

We will share out the hypotheses and plans!



Alisa Stovall, Consultant

Indiana IEP Resource Center

Alisa.Stovall@indstate.edu

812-243-5009

www.indianaieprc.org

Contact Information

mailto:Alisa.Stovall@indstate.edu


Indiana Resource 
Network
www.doe.in.gov/specialed/indiana-resource-network

https://pbis.indiana.edu/
https://pbis.indiana.edu/
http://insource.org/
http://insource.org/
http://indstate.edu/blumberg/pass/
http://indstate.edu/blumberg/pass/
https://www.indstate.edu/education/blumberg/projects/deaf-hard-hearing-or-deafblindmenu/indiana-deaf-blind-services-project/indiana
https://www.indstate.edu/education/blumberg/projects/deaf-hard-hearing-or-deafblindmenu/indiana-deaf-blind-services-project/indiana
http://patinsproject.com/
http://patinsproject.com/
http://www.patinsproject.com/icam/icam
http://www.patinsproject.com/icam/icam
https://handsinautism.iupui.edu/index.htm
https://handsinautism.iupui.edu/index.htm
http://www.in.gov/isdh/25883.htm
http://www.in.gov/isdh/25883.htm
http://www.iidc.indiana.edu/irca
http://www.iidc.indiana.edu/irca
https://ictq.indiana.edu/
https://ictq.indiana.edu/
http://www.projectsuccessindiana.com/
http://www.projectsuccessindiana.com/
http://indrc.org/
http://indrc.org/
http://www.virtuosoed.com/
http://www.virtuosoed.com/
https://www.iidc.indiana.edu/index.php?pageId=30
https://www.iidc.indiana.edu/index.php?pageId=30
https://www.iidc.indiana.edu/pages/indiana-school-mental-health-initiative
https://www.iidc.indiana.edu/pages/indiana-school-mental-health-initiative
https://instrc.indiana.edu/
https://instrc.indiana.edu/
https://www.iidc.indiana.edu/index.php?pageId=15
https://www.iidc.indiana.edu/index.php?pageId=15

